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Centennial Celebration Pronounced “Resounding Success”

Delta Mu Delta celebrated its 100th birthday in a three day
biennial conference in San Antonio the second weekend in
November. New events were added to the schedule, and
special events included a birthday party. As outgoing
president Dr. John Lewington declared, “(T)he centennial ...
was a resounding success. Great speakers, enthusiastic
students, lots of energy and a wonderful banquet.”

The birthday party on
Friday afternoon was
complete with enter-
tainment, balloons and
a birthday cake. The
triptych cake was
decorated in gold and
royal purple icing and
featured the Delta Mu
Delta three-masted
ship, the symbol of
commerce. The cake
was cut by Anthony
Jab lonsky, whose
support for Delta Mu
Delta for the last 50
years is inspiring to us
all. The Ethics Follies,

presented by the South Central Texas Chapter of the
Association of Corporate Counsel, was a humorous look at
ethics, or the lack thereof, set to rock music from the ‘80s.

Delta Mu Delta in the Next Century was the theme for a
Centennial presentation competition. These presentations
developed ideas for engaging members as we move into our

101st year of existence. Students and teams from six schools
presented ideas prepared prior to the conference in a
Saturday morning session. For more about the competition,
see the story on page 10.

Sam Agee won the scholarship awarded in honor of DMD’s
Centennial and in memory of Dr.
Jim Edmonds. Agee has been a
member of the Lambda Gamma
Chapter at Missouri Southern
State University since 2012. Dr.
Edmonds was the faculty adviser
for the Delta Rho Chapter at
Freed-Hardman University in
Henderson, Tennessee, for over
20 years. Edmonds was a regional
representative for the south-
eastern states as well as a member

of scholarship committee. A scholarship check of $1000
was presented at the Business Meeting on Sunday morning.
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Dr. Betty Jean Hebel
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REGION 8 - INTERNATIONAL

Dr. John Lewington

All but North America.

Maryville University
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What a great time to be

associated with Delta

M u D e l t a , t h e

international honor

society for business

majors. Our 100th

Birthday is here, and a

n e w b i e n n i u m

approaches for the

Society. Going back 100

years, many things have

changed, but our core

objective has never wavered: that academic

excellence should be recognized and rewarded.

When I volunteered to lead the effort to

establish the Eta Mu Chapter at Lipscomb in

1995, I had no idea that I would be serving as

President of our Society in less than twenty

years. In recent years, I have served DMD as

Treasurer and Vice-President. As I assume this

new role, I would be remiss if I did not

acknowledge the valuable contributions of a

few leaders who have helped to shape me into

the leader you see today. Bill Brunsen used my

local knowledge of Nashville to provide

assistance during the 2001 Triennial and

became a good friend when I joined the board.

He and Randall McLeod twisted my arm in

2007 to fulfill a vacancy in the Treasurer role,

and I owe my selection as President to their

faith in me. Michael LaRocco, Rich Sosnowski,

and Tony Jablonsky took me under their wing

and provided encouragement and guidance

during my tenure as Treasurer.

As we celebrate our Centennial, I consider it a

privilege and distinct honor to serve you in this

capacity. We have made significant strides

since the Society last met in Jacksonville in

2011. Shortly after that meeting, tragedy

struck as Rich Sosnowski died after a brief

illness. His friends and others have established

our largest scholarship endowment in his

memory. We owe a debt of gratitude to Michael

LaRocco who stepped in as Executive Director

as a result of Rich’s untimely death. He made

numerous changes in how our Central Office

runs and implemented Rich’s dream for our

online ordering system. Those revised

procedures helped us process over 10,000 new

members during the most recent fiscal year –

our best year ever and a significant

improvement over the prior year. Earlier this

year, the Society hired Roger Smitter as our

Dr. Perry Glen Moore

NATIONAL

Continued next page
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Reflections From The Outgoing President

New Member Benefit
Through Geico

SOCIETY NEWS

This is my last letter as president of

Delta Mu Delta. When I agreed to

my Dean’s request to be the Faculty

Adviser of Kappa Theta Chapter at

John E. Simon School of Business,

Maryville University, I had little

knowledge about the importance

and role of honor societies – I was

born and educated in London,

England where honor societies do

not exist! My involvement with

DMD over the last ten years has

been an amazing learning

experience and an opportunity to

work with some remarkable individuals across America.

Since DMD’s establishment in 1913, the last two years have

probably been two of the most turbulent and rewarding in the

history of the society. For twenty years Rich Sosnowski was

mentor, friend, and adviser to many presidents, board members,

and faculty advisers. His contribution to the stability, growth,

and reputation of Delta Mu Delta is unlikely to ever be

surpassed. We have funded a scholarship in his memory that will

forever recognize his commitment to DMD.

The association owes a deep debt of gratitude to Dr. Michael

LaRocco for stepping into the role of Executive Director at

critical time in our growth and history. He will testify that Rich

maintained DMD’s data files as a veritable cyber-security vault!

Earlier this year Mike passed over the Director’s role to Dr.

Roger Smitter, who now guides new partnerships and initiatives

at our Chicago offices. Dr. Perry Moore has served the

association for many years, and DMD will continue to prosper

under his leadership as president.

As we approached our centennial in November, DMD has

passed several other key milestones in its history: the Society’s

assets now exceed one million dollars, and we inducted over

10,000 new members in one year. The image, finances,

membership, and corporate partnerships of DMD have never

been stronger.

Our latest challenge is to educate ACBSP’s growing

international membership on the value and benefits of

establishing a DMD chapter far from America’s shores for their

own leaders. My journey from faculty adviser to president has

taught me much about the benefits of recognizing excellence in

America’s business leaders – now we must convince other

cultures of DMD’s value.

At DMD’s centennial milestone in 2013 we should reflect on the

challenges that have been encountered and overcome to arrive

at this point. DMD has survived two world wars, the Great

Depression, and operational facilities that consisted of

cardboard boxes and a kitchen table for many years. However,

the spirit and values of DMD have endured, and now we can

look forward confidently to DMD’s survival for another 100

years. Soon, we will emerge as a truly global organization – our

key will be recognized as a symbol of business excellence and

community service around the world!

It has been an education and privilege to serve as DMD’s

president – an experience that I had never foreseen and will

never forget. I will continue to serve and preserve our honor

society for the rest of my life.

Your proud outgoing president,

Dr. John Lewington

new Director, and he has begun to put his own stamp on the

organization.

As members of Delta Mu Delta from over 230 chapters and co-

chapters around the world, you have excelled in scholastic

achievements and have made other notable contributions to our

global community. The Society has a strong team in place.

Together we will strive to grow DMD with an even larger

number of schools and have the Society play a more valuable

role in the lives of an increasing number of students. I look

forward to working with them and you to raise DMD to new

heights!

Perry Glen Moore
President, Delta Mu Delta

President’s Letter – continued from previous page

Dr. John Lewington

Your good grades could be a factor in the premiums you pay
for insurance. You could be entitled to discounts. How will
you know unless you ask?

Go to member benefits on
our website and click on the
link to Geico. Provide the
information about you and
what you want to insure.
Geico provides you with a
quote for the insurance you
want.

In addition to investigating
the potential for benefit for
yourself, you will also benefit Delta Mu Delta when you ask
for a quote. For each quote a DMD member requests, Geico
will contribute to Delta Mu Delta.
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Conference Attendees Inspired by Presentations
The Centennial Celebration planners’efforts to find interesting
and illuminating presenters for the sessions were definitely
successful. The four speakers for the general sessions as well as
the presenters for the breakout sessions were well chosen.
Although the committee recommended some presentations for
students and other for faculty, it was hard to know which of the
sessions to attend.

Patrick Chaffin’s “Plan-
ning for Success” chal-
lenged DMD students to
always be planning for
their careers but to not put
the emphasis on the plan.

What’s the difference
between a plan and
planning? Chaffin cited
Dwight Eisenhower ’s
famous words that in
combat he never saw a

plan that worked but that he never stopped planning.
Eisenhower planned the largest invasion in history in 1944
when thousands of British and American troops began to take
back Europe. Very few of the plans were successful in combat.
What turned history, according to Eisenhower, was the practice
of always planning. The Allies won the day because their
investment in planning empowered them to adjust the plans.

It’s the process that makes the difference, not the product.
Chaffin’s emphasis on planning for his own success has taken
him farther than he envisioned.

“SoYou’re Smart…Now How DoYou MoveAhead” is the title
that Veronica Edwards gave to her presentation. She refers to
her advice as “10 Inspirational Best Practices” for success.
Themes for these best
p r a c t i c e s i n c l u d e
observation, study and
analysis – of the vision of
t h e c o m p a n y, t h e
successes and failures of
the company and the
industry, and opportuni-
ties for the company.
She tells us to “go above
and beyond” and that
really understanding the
company, the business, and the people takes commitment,
energy and drive. She illustrates each of her best practices with
two quotes – the wise and the witty. You can see the best
practices and the illuminating quotes

When an unfortunate circumstance prevented Marc Smith
from speaking on “The Ethical Leader”, Dr. Perry Moore
stepped in with a presentation on ethics. The variety of exam-
ples of both business and personal situations made the presen-
tation thought provoking for all who attended. His slides are
posted so you can see what you think about the
situations.

At the Centennial Awards Banquet, businessman, author of
Thought Revolution, and creator of the Right Brain Institute,
William Donius, spoke about his work with integrating both
sides of the brain to unlock the potential within ourselves. We
tend to let the dominant side of the brain, the rational and
logical, direct our choices. As we do that, we tend to find
ourselves not quite satisfied with the results of those rational
choices. Donius proposes that we include the non-dominant,

intuitive part of the brain in discovering ourselves and making
decisions by writing and drawing with our non-dominant hand.
He led the group through a short exercise responding first
with the dominant hand, then with the non-dominant one.
Each participant at the conference received a copy of his book
which includes some exercises using what he refers to as
“intuitive writing” as well as how some have used the concept
to improve their lives.

So many of the topic choices for the breakout sessions attracted
interest that some found it difficult to choose which ones to
attend. We’d like to see the sessions at the next biennial
recorded and posted to the web, not only for those who
attended, but to share with those who cannot.

�

�

ONLINE.

ONLINE

Beginning with this issue, we will be publishing pictures and
short pieces about your chapters’ inductions on our website.
You’ll be able to access them within days of the event for all the
proud participants to share with friends and family. Keep
sending information and high resolution digital pictures to
editor@deltamudelta.org as your events occur.

We turned the question into a crowd-sourcing contest. We
posted only one rule: Complete the phrase “Give because...”
using no more than 140 characters. Sixty members submitted
reasons. We asked all members to vote online for the best
reasons. Three rose to the top:

Give because the return on investment is infinite.

We used all three in our fall fund raising campaign.

Give because you can always pay it forward but you
can't always give back.

Give because they're worth it. Give because you care.

What’s A Good Reason To Give
Delta Mu Delta Scholarships?
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Eighty-Eight Years Of Service
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Two of the giants of Delta Mu Delta were honored with
Lifetime Service Awards at the Centennial Banquet on
Saturday evening, November 9, 2013. The combined service
of these two individuals is 88 years, a figure certain to be worth
celebrating as well as an inspiration to us all as the Society
enters its 101st year.

Few groups can boast that one of its members has served the
organization for half of a century. At the celebration of DMD’s
75th anniversary, Anthony Jablonsky received a Certificate of
Achievement for his 25 years of service to the Society. At that

time, he was
recognized for
his participa-
t ion as Eta
C h a p t e r ’ s
f a c u l t y
adviser, one of
the founders of
the scholarship
fund and as
N a t i o n a l
President of
the Society for
14 years. Not
content with
resting on any
laurels, Tony
has continued

to serve the society for additional 25 years, bringing his service
to half of the life of the Society itself in this Centennial year.
Tony continues to support the mission of DMD through his
participation on the advisory board, on the audit, finance and
investment committees as well as his generous philanthropic
support of the scholarship fund. His dedication to the Society
and its ideals, his astute judgment and genuine concern for
others make him an inspiration to us all.

Richard Sosnowski’s Lifetime
Service Award, presented posthu-
mously, was accepted by his son,
David Sosnowski, at the banquet.
Most members who knew Rich, met
him in his capacity as the Executive
Director and Secretary of Delta Mu
Delta. His involvement with DMD
started 38 years ago when he was
inducted into DePaul University’s Eta
Chapter. Rich earned the Chapter’s
Medallion Award for academic
excellence and community service. After his service as Eta’s
president, he continued his close ties to the Chapter as its
historian. He attended almost every induction ceremony,
enjoying retelling the history of the Society, handing out keys
to new members and shaking each one’s hand. As a Society
officer and Executive Director, Rich continued guiding the
journey into the information age that he had begun with
computerizing membership data. His development of the
Online Induction System made membership feasible for the

students whose education follows the virtual path.

Both of the honorees service awards were commemorated
with a framed copy of the proclamation of the award and a
handsome etched glass commemorative display piece.

The election of the new Society officers by chapter representa-
tives is an important function of the business meeting held on
the last day of each biennial conference. The officers elected at
this Centennial Conference have been active in the Society for
many years.

Dr. Perry Moore, who has held the offices of Treasurer and
Vice-President, is our new President. Dr. Sandie Kiehl,
formerly Secretary, is now Vice-President. Two new officers
have been regional representatives: Dr. Joni Adkins takes the
position of Secretary and Dr. Charles Finn that of Vice-
President Extension and Development. Professor Sara Leone
is elected to serve a second term as Treasurer.

The election of Dr. Adkins and Dr. Finn left two regions
without representatives. Dr. Curt Abel takes over for Dr. Finn
in Region 1. Dr. Kevin McCarthy replaces Dr. Adkins in
Region 5.

In addition to his position as Faculty Adviser of the Beta
Upsilon Chapter at Mercy College, Dr. Abel is Chair of the
Undergraduate Business Program and Executive Director of
the Social Entrepreneurship Institute there. He is an Enactus
Sam Walton Fellow who initiated a college-wide active
learning program where students develop and launch real
social businesses under his mentorship. His students won
regional championships and Rookie of the Year honors at the
2013 Regional and National Competitions respectively. Dr.
Abel teaches both graduate and undergraduate courses and
enjoys integrating his corporate executive leadership experi-
ences at American Express, United Retail and other large
corporations into his classes

Dr. Kevin McCarthy, the founding faculty adviser for the Eta
Phi Chapter of Delta Mu Delta at Baker University, has served
as the adviser for the last 17 years. The chapter was installed
in May of 1996. Dr. McCarthy was so dedicated to recogniz-
ing his student’s excellence that he attended the national
meeting the fall before the chapter was installed. McCarthy
enjoys the challenges of coaching students in off-campus
projects and competitions. His dedication to connecting
students with faculty in educational and cultural activities,
both inside and outside the classroom, led him to serve as
Faculty Fellow for Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity. The Faculty
Fellow also serves as a mentor, resource and leader to the
members of the fraternity.

We are pleased to welcome these new leaders of our Society.
For additional biographical information, please see
Leadership Team ONLINE�

New Officers & Regional Reps

David Sosnowski
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6 SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS

Our Lake of the Lake University
Texas

Sammy Angel Lam
Dakota State University

South Dakota

Keith Ellis Lee II

University of St. Francis
Illinois

SUNY Fredonia
New York

Kenneth D.
Mason Jr.

Shauna M. McGuay

Mallory CoulombeJordan B.
Burghardt

Julia
Borel-Donohue

Esteban
Benitez Bertoni

Andrew M. Beechler
Anderson University

Indiana Northwood University
Michigan

Northwood University
Michigan

South New Hampshire
UniversityUniversity of St. Francis

Illinois

Elmhurst College
Illinois

Meghan Creed
Elizabethtown College

Pennsylvania

Duc Truyen Dam

Texas Lutheran University
Texas

Grand Canyon University
Arizona

Arthur Munoz Ivan Nechunaev

University of the
District of Columbia

Kristyna
Nepivodova

Ryan DeFronzo
South New Hampshire

University
Bucknell University

Pennsylvania

Lauren Hobgood Yumeng Ji
Troy University

Alabama

Webster University
Vienna Campus University of the Incarnate Word

Texas

Sona Klucarova Judith
Knowles Raven

Methodist University
North Carolina

Nucharin
Kantapasara

Nebraska Wesleyan
University

Hilary Krantz

Methodist University
North Carolina

Northeast Missouri
State University

Bucknell University
Pennsylvania

Nyoma Clement
Nickonora

Skylar Olberding Erica Perrine
Geneva College

Pennsylvania
Harding University

Arkansas

Wesley Prichard Caitlin Pritchard
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NOT PICTURED

NOT PICTURED

Sarah Elizabeth
Ambach

Agata WrobelCrysan WilsonTreya SmithPratik Raghu

Chance Cerda

Minh Le

Tarleton State University, TX

Cameron University, OK

Anna Marietta Jose

Melissa S. ElmoreMia Raven DanielsKristen E. CollinsKim L CapehartSarah A. BurrowsSymone A. Bridges
Chicago State University

Illinois
Drury University

Missouri
University Of Phoenix

ArizonaHoly Family University
Pennsylvania

Mount Saint Mary’s University
Maryland

Texas Wesleyan University
Texas

Indiana University East
Indiana

Southern Connecticut
State University

Westminster College
Utah

University of Mobile
Alabama

Johnson C. Smith University
North Carolina

Saint Xavier University
Illinois

Caldwell College
New Jersey

University Of North Alabama
Alabama

James R. Stark Katie Anne Swann
Harding University

Arkansas
Grand Canyon University

ArizonaElmhurst College
Illinois

Kolton Thomas Anne Marie
Tobiasiewicz

James E. Zavala
Lipscomb University

Tennessee
LaGrange College

Georgia

Melanie Michele Re Leslie Rhoades

Nazira N. Adieva
Webster University. CA

Tiffany Marie Ford
Webster University. MO

Christopher Donald Galvez
North Park University. IL

Mayar Sadiq
Brenau University. GA

Casey Thomas
Anderson University. IN

Brandolyn Mack

Nathan R. McCormick

Claflin University, SC

Saint Vincent College, PA

Sally Morasse

Christi Nance

University of Phoenix, AZ

Northwest Missouri State University

REGIONAL AWARDS
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UOPX San Diego Campus Chapter’s Writers’ Expo Exceeds Expectations

It took vision, purpose, commitment,
passion, and collaboration from the
Lambda Sigma Chapter, the Alumni
Association, and the School of Business
at the University of Phoenix San Diego
Campus to host its first annual Writers'
Expo on June 8, 2013.

The purpose of Writers' Expo was to
demonstrate how to advance your
expertise through writing. The free
event brought together a unique collec-
tion of San Diego based writers,
publishers, and professionals to an over-capacity crowd of
attendees. Six concurrent workshops were held on the craft and
business of writing and publishing, as well as a platform for
twenty published authors of a wide variety of genres to show-
case their works.

Topics of the workshops included E-Publishing, Writing to
Advance your Career,
M o n e t i z i n g y o u r
W r i t i n g t h r o u g h
Articles, Protecting
your Literary Rights
through Copyright,
a n d A c a d e m i c
Publishing.

Antonio F. Vianna, Faculty Adviser of
the Chapter, and Lead Faculty Area
Chair School of Business at the
University of Phoenix San Diego
Campus, says, "The attendees, writers,
and workshop facilitators all agreed
that the event should be annual. We
touched a chord in people who never
thought they could professionally
write, but now aspire to." As a profes-
sional writer of 18 novels, two non-
fiction works, and six screenplays since
2003, Vianna knows how scary it can be

at first when thinking of professionally writing. He tells us, "I
believe each of us has a story to share that just might help
others, but it boils down to a matter of commitment." He tells us
that the San Diego Team is looking forward to their next
Writers' Expo and they are willing to coach other chapters on
how they can launch their own expo.

When I read the call for applications
for the Director position at Delta
Mu Delta, I knew it could be a good
fit. As a college instructor, my
passion was challenging students –
business students and others – to be
effective and ethical communica-
tors and leaders. Across my career,
I chose to teach at schools that put
student development at core
mission goal. I saw this in the
DMD schools. As a former fund-
raiser, I saw enormous potential for
growing DMD scholarships.

The first weeks on the job – and the expert mentoring of Mike
LaRocco – confirmed my decision to work for DMD. In that
busy induction season, I saw first-hand the commitment of the
staff to team-work and to serving the needs of chapters.

Attending two induction ceremonies put real faces on DMD
when I saw the pride and excitement of new members receiving
their DMD key and certificate. Speaking at an international
installation and induction ceremony (via phone) revealed the
international potential of DMD.

We have just celebrated our centennial in San Antonio with
learning and fellowship. I expect my learning curve to con-

tinue as we celebrate DMD’s 100th year of service.

So, what’s ahead as we start our second century of serving
outstanding business students? Delta Mu Delta

….. the scholarship program. Scholarships empower
students to experience new ways of learning. This includes
internships and international travel of course. For many of our
students, a scholarship means not working two jobs to pay the
bills. It allows them to take on leadership roles on campus.

….. what our members do once they graduate. If
DMD membership is for a lifetime, we need to make it easy to
stay in contact with us. What do our grads do? Where do they
settle? When do they get promoted? Knowing what happens
to our members is critical to keeping them aware of the good
work DMD is doing.

….. members using the new technologies of commu-
nication. Check out our LinkedIn and Facebook pages. We
have the foundation for a robust social media presence.

Early in my teaching career, I learned that some material can’t
be learned by lecture and tests alone. Students need to learn
from experience and peers. They need to harness the power of
volunteerism, service, internships, volunteering, and interna-
tional travel. Membership in DMD can be an honor that
recognizes superior accomplishments a new way of
learning.

expands

discovers

engages

and

From The Director

The San Diego DMD Team (left to right): Grace Van Eseltine,
Treasurer; Sandy Phu, Membership and Communications;
Amanda Harris, Fund Raising; Lynda Majerowicz, Operations;
Teddy Datuin, Project Manager; Mark Kvalvik, President.

One of the Six Workshops The Showcase at the University of Phoenix Chapter’s Writers’ Expo

Roger Smitter

http://www.deltamudelta.info/Newsletter/2013_winter/09A.jpg
http://www.deltamudelta.info/Newsletter/2013_winter/09B.jpg
http://www.deltamudelta.info/Newsletter/2013_winter/09C.jpg
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Kansas City Chapter Earns “Outstanding” Designation

2013 Star Chapters Recognized

Epsilon Theta Chapter at MidAmerica Nazarene University
has won the 2013 Jablonsky Award for the Outstanding
Chapter. This year is the first that the chapter has been eligible
to apply for the award, as the chapter earned Star status for the
first time. In addition to the attention to chapter processes that
qualify the chapter as Star, the chapter must also show signifi-
cant activities in four areas:

Recognize the importance of DMD membership,
making membership sought after;

Recognize scholastic achievement, sponsoring
activities that recognize students’ scholarly
achievement as well as develop an awareness
of Delta Mu Delta;

Recognize community involvement, providing
opportunities for student members to participate
in service projects and programs of a professional
nature; and

Recognize campus involvement, providing effective
public relations programming to increase the
visibility of the Society on the campus.

induct either at least 80% of its eligible candidates
or more candidates than the previous year,

participate in the scholarship program,

complete a community-service project or business-
related activity on campus.

Visibility was raised with a service project as the Delta Mu
Delta members volunteered with the Greater Kansas City
Chapter of Walk MS, supporting the walkers and assisting with
clean-up after the event. Chapter president Laura Fields
reported that the group’s involvement with the walk and its
participants was an especially rewarding experience.

The Department of Business Administration supports the
efforts of Delta Mu Delta by promoting the Society in student
orientation as well as providing display space for pictures and
information about the Chapter. The University features
Chapter events and achievements on the website as well as in
the magazine sent to alumni and supporters of MidAmerica
Nazarene. The Star Chapter Award will be featured in the
University literature when it is next reprinted.

The increase in activity and presence on campus as well as the
publicity that the Business Department and the University as a
whole affords the Society has been effective. Students regu-
larly come into the department offices asking how they can
become a part of Delta Mu Delta.

Congratulations to the students of Epilson Theta and their
faculty advisor, Lisa Wallentine

Nineteen Delta Mu Delta chapters have achieved Star Chapter
status for the 2012-13 academic year. Not only must a chapter
meet the expectations as set forth in the chapter bylaws, it must
exceed these expectations. Annual reports must be filed early –
by July 15 – and the chapter must have a full slate of officers. In
addition, at least two of these criteria must be met:

Many of these Star Chapters are old hands at earning the
designation. Eta Sigma Chapter at Methodist University,
advised by Dr. Pamela Strickland and Dr. Mark Kendrick,
earned its ninth Star Chapter Award this year. Close behind
with eight awards each are Eta Gamma at Northwest Missouri
State, led by Dr. Joni Adkins and a team of co-advisers, and
Theta Tau at St. Vincent’s, with Dr. Charles Fazzi.

Chapters are evaluated for meeting and exceeding expectations
by the central office staff using information from its records
and from chapter reports. Earning Star status is the first of the
steps to qualifying for the Anthony Jablonsky Outstanding
ChapterAward. Star chapters may apply for this award.

There’s always hope for those who have not yet earned Star
status. Eight of the 19 achieved the status for the first time this
year. Six more have excelled two or three of the sixteen years
this award has been given. For the entire list and for more
information on the criteria see the Star Chapter section of the
ChapterAwards. � Online

A team of five students from Iota Gamma Chapter at the
College of St. Rose in Albany, New York, submitted the first
place entry in the DMD presentation contest Delta Mu Delta in
the Next 100 Years. The members of Iota Gamma’s winning
team – Keagan Shaw, Douglas Parry, Jenna Cortese, Arlene
Winrow, and Michelle Roesch – claimed the $500 first prize.

Delta Mu Delta Connect is their plan for a smart phone app to
enable members to network by phone. The user can post a
profile, searchable through the Alumni function of the app.
Events will be posted by region to allow face-to-face network-
ing. Another section of the app is planned to facilitate searches
for jobs and internships, allowing posting of opportunities as
well as searching for one. Resources, the last section in the
planned app, will house job related resources for interviewing
and resume ideas as well as connect to the DMD website.

The best part of the winning plan is that the app is scheduled to
be available to members by the end of the academic year,
according to Dr. Charles Finn, the adviser for Iota Gamma
Chapter.

The $250 second prize was won by Seelai Ahmadi and Rachel
Strecker from Eta Phi Chapter at Baker University in Baldwin,
Kansas. Entitled DMD: New Connections for a New Century,
the students presented plans for making Delta Mu Delta a
meaningful and robust presence in its second century. The
ideas include reaching into the high schools to recruit students
interested in business to DMD schools and to reach into the
business community to make the Society a value added pro-
position for graduating members seeking jobs.

Contest Winners Develop App

http://www.deltamudelta.org/chapter-award-programs/star-chapter-awards/


CONTRIBUTORS

Western New England College

$50.00

Our Lady of the Lake University

$50.00

Central Connecticut State University

$250.00

The Richard Stockton College of NJ

$25.00

DePaul University

$25.00

Elmhurst College

$60.00

Salem State College

$27.00

University of Phoenix

$127.00

Madonna University

$27.00

Madonna University

$25.00

DePaul University

$98.00

Our Lady of the Lake University

$27.00

University of Cincinnati

$20.00

University of Cincinnati

$25.00

DePaul University

$44.00

College of Mount Saint Vincent

$40.00

Athens State University

$100.00

Wayne J. Atkins,

Matthew P. Streger,

David H. Lyon,

Louise Seitman,

Oscar Griffin Jr.,

Diane B. Shevchuk,

Kathleen M. Putnam,

Nancy J. Lassey,

Antoinette S. Knechtges,

Barbara J.L. Hunter,

Steve N. Gerol,

Deborah K. Tyler,

Sharon C. Morris,

Wayne Kreis,

Dennis A. Carr,

Lucie Pfaff,

Robert L. McCall,

University of Phoenix

Members of Lambda Sigma - $3,000

University of the Incarnate Word

Extended Academic Program - $1000

Tarleton State University

In Honor of Dr. Janis Petronis - $1000

Herff Jones Greek Division - $1000

Our Lady of the Lake University - $500

Dr. John and Barbara Lewington - $500

University of the Incarnate Word - $200

Sul Ross University - $200

St. Edwards University - $200

Association of Collegiate Business Schools

and Programs – tote bags for attendees

Lake Shore Printing –“100 Year” notepads
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SCHOLARSHIP FUND JANUARY-JUNE 2013

CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION SPONSORS

Why would I give to the Forever Dollars Scholarship fund?

What do the dollars I give do? How does my gift affect the

lives of others? Questions like these are ways we evaluate

requests that we contribute our resources to any cause.

The following thank you from one recipient of this year's

awards answers those questions in a way few of us are able.

When I performed well in primary school in the year 2002,
the UN office in Uganda offered me a scholarship to a
secondary school in Northern Uganda. I studied there
from 2003 to 2006 and performed well in that school even
after going through a lot!

In 2006, our scholarship with United Nations ended and
peace was looming in south Sudan in 2005. In December
2006, I went to see my Dad whom I did not see for 11 years
because we were separated by the war’s frontline. From
December 2006 to October 2008, I stayed there without
going to school because my father could not afford to pay
for my education.

In 2008, I got a scholarship to go to a United World College
in Bosnia and Herzegovina. This scholarship opened for
me the opportunities to come and study in the United States
where I am now studying at Methodist University.

But why do I write you all this in a thank you message?
I am not like many other students. My parents have not seen
the institutions that impact my life because they cannot
afford to come and see where I have been to school. I live a
reverse life. Instead of my parents sending money to
support me in school, they actually need money from me to
help them and to pay for the children in school at home in
South Sudan. I would like to assure you that your
scholarship not only positively impacts me but it also
impacts three children in South Sudan, Robert Lokosang,
Emmanuel and Nelson, whom I am helping financially
every semester so that they can to go to school. These are
children of my elder brother. He is not educated and does
not have any means to pay for the children’s school. I don't
know what they will become when they grow up educated
but I see something bright in their future.

You can imagine how much I appreciate your scholarship
award. Like everyone else, I have a big love for young
children and I would like to see each and every child
succeed when given the opportunity. That is why I am
investing in Robert Lokosang, Emmanuel and Nelson.
Your scholarship has a big impact in my life and in the lives
of others for whom I struggle everyday to help go to school
in South Sudan.

Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!

Nyoma Clement Nickonora

Giving: Sharing Our Means;
Paying it Forward
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“The future starts today, not tomorrow.”
-- Pope John Paul II
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